Point Wells Transportation Corridor Study
Segment A (Richmond Beach Drive)
Workshop #3: Present and Review Potential Design Solutions
March 13, 2014
Workshop Summary
The City of Shoreline hosted the third of six Transportation Corridor Study (TCS) workshops on March
13, 2014 from 6:30 to 9:00 p.m. Workshop #3 was designed to present potential design options
developed based on feedback received from the community during and after Workshop #1 and
Workshop #2. The meeting also gave residents, business owners and transit users who live and work on
Richmond Beach Drive and Richmond Beach Road the opportunity to provide comments on these
potential design solutions.

Open House

The workshop began with an Open House session, where attendees were invited to interact with each
other and City staff, and view drawings of four different design options for Segment A (Richmond Beach
Drive),a proposed design for NW 196th Street, an overview of Segment B (Richmond Beach Road), a map
of potential cut-through traffic routes, and informational boards about the Point Wells development.

Presentation and Explanation of Workshop Session

After the Open House, there was a 30-minute presentation to share what was heard during Workshop
#2 and provide an overview of potential design solutions developed based on community feedback
received.
Kristine Edens, EnviroIssues (TCS facilitator) and Kirk McKinley, City of Shoreline Transportation Planning
Manager, introduced the consultant team, City staff and elected officials in attendance and reviewed
the workshop goals and agenda. Kirk emphasized that this workshop was an opportunity for the
community to review and comment on potential design solutions and to share these ideas with the
developer, Blue Square Real Estate (BSRE), as transportation mitigation recommendations to be
included in the project’s environmental mitigation package.
Kirk McKinley then gave a brief review of the TCS project area, context for the study, goals for the TCS,
and a brief update on the Snohomish County Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process, which will
incorporate feedback received during the TCS.
• Transportation mitigation recommendations developed during the TCS will inform Snohomish
County’s EIS process as well as any Comprehensive Plan or Point Wells Subarea Plan
Amendments considered by the Shoreline Planning Commission and City Council in 2014.
• Kirk described the TCS process as an opportunity for the City to develop an “insurance policy”
composed of transportation mitigation recommendations that is reflective of the community’s
values and will address the impacts of any future development at the Point Wells site.
• Next steps in the process include the Point Wells development agreement, which will include a
municipal agreement for mitigation, phasing and a traffic cap, an enforcement mechanism and
potential annexation of the Point Wells site.
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Kirk McKinley then gave an overview of what was heard during workshop #2.
• Key themes for Segment A feedback were related to potential design solutions, including
improved pedestrian facilities, cut-through traffic mitigation, bicycle facilities and
undergrounding utilities. In addition, there were concerns about intersection control and how
intersections will operate.
• There were some areas of consensus:
o General support for multi-use path on one side (promenade)
o Preference to focus traffic on NW 196th Street rather than splitting with NW 195th Street
o Not a high need for on-street parking
o Cut-through traffic is a primary concern
• There will be continued debate about several issues, including how to mitigate cut-through
traffic, how to incorporate bike facilities and parking.
Victor Salemann, Transportation Solutions described three trip distribution scenarios that were
considered:
• Existing roadway system with cut-through traffic
• Added neighborhood traffic calming measures with no cut-through traffic
• Added neighborhood traffic calming measures, no cut-through traffic and a new north end
connection via Woodway to and from Point Wells
Kirk Harris, David Evans & Associates, described multiple design concepts that were developed based on
community input from Workshop #1 and #2 and consultation with City staff. The proposed design
concepts display a variety of variables, including:
• Three-lane and Two-lane sections
• Typical sidewalk and “promenade”
• With and without on-street parking
• Amenity zones within the existing right-of-way centered on the road
The proposed design options are:
• Option 1 is a three-lane roadway footprint with space for medians, center turn lanes and bike
lanes. This is the widest option (40 foot roadway, 49 foot right-of-way) and gives each type of
user their own lanes. However, this option includes narrowed amenity zones and challenges
associated with a full-width roadway, including faster speeds.
• Option 2 is a two-lane roadway in a slightly narrower right-of-way (36-foot roadway, 47 foot
right-of-way) with no center turn lane or medians. This option provides better sightlines, a
sidewalk on the east side of the road, bike lanes and separation for multiple users are
maintained. However, the narrower roadway leads to matching challenges.
• Option 3 is a three-lane roadway (36 feet) within a wider right-of-way (49 feet) with space for
medians and a center turn lane. In lieu of separation for multiple users, there is a shared-use
“promenade.” Full-width challenges include a narrowed amenity zone and decreased sightlines.
• Option 4 is the narrowest roadway design option (30 feet) within a narrower right-of-way (46
feet), which will have lower speeds and improved sightlines, but challenges associated with
matching. This option has been broken into three sub-options with slight variations
o Option 4A is a two-lane footprint with no center turn lanes or medians. Multiple users
are separated with a shared-use promenade and bike lanes.
o Option 4B is a three-lane roadway with space for medians and a center turn lane. The
shared-use “promenade” remains, but there are no bike lanes in this option.
o Option 4C is a two-lane roadway footprint with no center turn lanes, medians or bike
lanes. There is a shared-use “promenade” and on-street parking.
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NW 196th Street is a three-lane proposed roadway (40-foot roadway, 60-foot right-of-way) with
a center turn lane, bike lanes and sidewalks on both sides. There are narrowed amenity zones,
loss of existing on-street parking and matching challenges associated with this option.

After the formal presentation, there was a brief question and answer session facilitated by Kristine
Edens. Key questions included:
• How do the proposed design options impact localized amenity zones for postal/UPS access,
streetlights, fire hydrants and parking residential vehicles?
• How would expected traffic volumes impact access to these amenity zones?
• How many trips per day are expected to and from the Point Wells site? How did the City arrive
at and agree to this number?
• Which of the options presented tonight would allow residents on Richmond Beach Drive to
maintain the integrity of the corridor and properties as they are currently used?

Workshop Session

During the workshop session, participants were invited to visit seven facilitated tables to share their
input regarding specific design options for Segment A as well as more general discussions of cut-through
traffic routes and Segment B. The City requested that attendees visit all stations to give feedback on
each of the proposed options. Breakout stations included:
• Station 1: Option 1
• Station 2: Option 2
• Station 3: Option 3
• Station 4: Option 4 (including Options 4A, 4B and 4C)
• Station 5: NW 196th Street
• Station 6: Cut-through Routes
• Station 7: Segment B (Richmond Beach Road)

Report Back and Next Steps

After the workshop session, participants and facilitators reconvened to share the findings from each of
the breakout stations. Common themes emerged from each of the breakout stations.
• Concerns:
o Models don’t capture all cut-through routes (including cut-through to Woodway)
o Lack of center turn lanes
o Access to parks
o Access requirements beyond right-of-way during construction
o Focusing traffic on NW 196th Street isn’t fair to those who live on this corridor
• Potential solutions:
o Bike lanes not needed on both sides. Combine them into a single, wider cycle track
o Add sidewalks to both sides of the corridor
Kirk McKinley then briefly described next steps for the TCS and ways to stay involved in the process.
• Workshop #4 (Wednesday, March 19): The start of discussions focused on Segment B
(Richmond Beach Road) to identify community issues, priorities and potential solutions.
• Workshop #5 (Tuesday, April 1): Discussion surrounding potential solutions for Segment B
(Richmond Beach Road).
• Workshop #6 (Wednesday, April 16): Input gathered from Workshops #4 and #5 will be used to
update the traffic model and “test” potential solutions. These proposed solutions will be
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presented at Workshop #6 (Segment A and B wrap-up), and community members will be invited
to share feedback.
In addition to the TCS workshops, the City will schedule a follow-up meeting at a home on
Richmond Beach Drive in order to get additional feedback from people who have not attended
the workshops. In addition, Kirk encouraged attendees to speak with their neighbors and ask
them to provide comments online.
After the TCS workshop series winds up, the City of Shoreline and BSRE will work to finalize the
proposed transportation mitigation package.

For a more detailed account of comments and questions received during the workshop session, please
see the PowerPoint presentation, comments and suggestions from stations and comment forms and
letters received on the City of Shoreline Point Wells Transportation Corridor Study web page.
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Point Wells Transportation Corridor
Study Workshop
Thursday, March 13, 2014
Segment A, Meeting #3: Review proposed design options
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1. Richmond Beach Drive Design Option #1

Comments and Suggestions:
From Map
@NW 196th St
-Restrict ability to turn in or out at alley and 196th, including boat trailer
@Intersection of 196th and RBD
-Low landscaping on diverter
@RBD between 196th and 197th
-Review clearance from existing guardrail and bike lane
@RBD and NW 198th St (Entrance to Kayu Kayu AC Park)
-Provide park sidewalk to end of entrance and to PED crossing
-How will the pedestrian cross to the park safely? Is a pedestrian crossing possible?
-More crossing south to align with entrance or path directly into park
@RBD between 202nd Pl and NW 204th St
-Root balls present outside ROW; excavation for retaining walls will need to occur outside ROW/on
private property
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-Residents lose area to maneuver/run around vehicles; may require backing in or out of driveway
-Would like to see ROW staked to let property owner know its location
From Note cards
Option 1 ROW
-Width is too wide
-Don't like bike lanes
-Don't like center turn lane
-I do like width of travel lanes
-I don't like sidewalk width. Should be narrower
Option 1 or Option 3
I like the wider option with center turn lane. This allows for freer flow of traffic, more options in the
center median for design of diversions to reduce cut-through traffic.
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2. Richmond Beach Drive Design Option #2

Comments and Suggestions:
From Map
@RBD between 202nd Pl and NW 204th St
-Traffic Lights?
-Crosswalks?
-Forget bike lanes
-Sidewalks on both sides
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3. Richmond Beach Drive Design Option #3

Comments and Suggestions:
From Map
@NW 196th St and RBD
-How about [a] round-about
-Sensorized signal at intersection for left turn lane [into RBD from 196th]
-Question about left turn safety? Like this diversion construct before site construction begin to capture
construction vehicles
@RBD between 196th and 197th
-Center turn lane all-ways or helps homeowner turn during peak hours...
@NW 197th and RBD
-No cut-through
@NW 198th St and RBD
-No cut-through
-Move crosswalk to this location
@NW 199th St and RBD
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-Calming; no cut-through
-picture [island at intersection)
-Prevent left turn onto 199th from RBD with median in center lane. Lots of pedestrians on 199th. This
also makes left on 197th /198th less attractive.
-Lots of pedestrians on 199th /198th; needs to address for safety
-Speed bumps along 199th,
@RBD between 199th and 202nd PL
-Sidewalks on both sides a must; eliminate bike lanes if needed
-Use of a reversible lane and make 196th one way and 195th to one way to facilitate quicker movement
of traffic during peak hours
@RBD General
-I like the narrower road options on RBD option 4 with a 6ft sidewalk
-Move roadways east and west as necessary to avoid changing the landscaping as it currently exists
-Driveway safety with bikes; push bikes onto own path on west side with curb [separation]
-I don't like the center turn lane
-No sidewalks nor bike lane on west side
-Review driveway type. See if 10' (12' preferred) can stay at same elevation. No drop at driveway.
From Comment Cards
Option 3
-Prefer 11' travel lane
-Don't like left turn lane
-I like 1 sidewalk only
-Don't like sidewalk width. should be smaller
Option 3
-Shared bike and pedestrians 'lanes' are never safe and a bad idea
Option 3
-Many of us prefer option 4c but modified.
-No parking
-Reduced sidewalk width
-Minimize negative impacts to property owners
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4. Richmond Beach Drive Design Option #4 A-C
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Comments and Suggestions:
From Map
@RBD
-Shift the roadway to preserve private property as it currently is where ever possible/
-Sidewalk-if it only needs to be 5 feet then don't make it 10 feet wide
-I don't like a parking lane
-Use all option 4 (a,b,c) depend on properties and geography, shift parking to either sides depends on
property.
-Do single one way travel lanes work when delivery trucks blocks one lane.
-Sidewalks on both side of RBD
@NW 198th ST and RBD
-[drawing] crosswalk across RBD on south side
@NW 196th and RBD
-Sidewalks on both sides between 196th and the Park
-[arrow pointing south on RBD] Continue sidewalk import and pedestrian south all to the end.
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5. 196th Design Concept

Comments and Suggestions:
From Map
@NW 196th and 24th Ave NW
-Possible signal at 196th and 24th to make left onto 195th safe
-Crosswalk at intersection of 24th Ave and 196th St
@NW 196th and RBD
-Traffic calming at 196th and RBD to reduce speed and acceleration around corner
-What about a stoplight at the bottom of 196th and RBD?
-Bulb to prevent no south on RBD and 196th from RBD. Left from 196th south ok.
-Continue RBD S all the way to the end of RBD to south side.
-Sidewalk and bike and parking on one side, same as north 196th.
From Flip Chart
What do you think of this design concept for 196th?
-Minimize road width to reduce impact to existing landscaping
-Suggest no turn lane or bike/Ped only on one side
-To move more traffic, make one way triangle and allow for narrower street section
-Concerned about ability to access alley off of 196th if higher volume especially with boat/trailer
-Prefer 196th as arterial over having RBD south of 196th and 195th in arterial system
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-Want sidewalks to extend beyond corridor on side streets
-Not safe with cut-through traffic
-Wider amenity strips on 196th
-More aggressive traffic diversion at 196th and RBD to discourage southbound on RBD. Ideally
emergency vehicles only south on RBD from 196th
-Prefer bike lane only uphill
From Comment Cards
-Sidewalk on west side of Richmond Beach Drive from NW 196th to Park would help safety of
pedestrians at intersection
-Will cars be able to take left out of 24th Ave NW?
-Cars will still use NW 195th PL but doesn't get any mitigation (i.e. sidewalks)
-Would rather see one way on 196th and 195th PL
-Medians or vegetation etc to slow cars down (start at 8th Ave); concerned for speed down NW 196th
-Concerned that all cars are concentrated on one street vs. two. Impact to people on NW 196th.
-Like traffic on 196th, keep NW 195th Pl for local traffic.
-Alley improvements of NW 196th. Maintain access for alley.
-Make sure intersection at 24th NW 196th is re-configured to improve sight, etc.
-Safe access out of 24th NW. Configuration of intersection with NW 196th. Tough to judge traffic speed
and movements.
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6. Cut-Through Routes
@NW 196th and 24th Ave
-Calming and LOS, no cut-through on 24th
@24th Ave NW and 198th/197th
-Calming [arrows pointing on all streets]
@RBD and NW 196th
-No cut-through
@RBD and 197th, 198th, and 199th
-No cut-through
@23rd Place NW
-Calming on 23rd Pl NW
-Control speed, calming on 23rd Pl NW and 21st Pl NW
@23rd Ave NW
-Cut-through from/to Woodway and Edmonds to RBD
@23rd Pl NW/21st Pl NW
-No chicanes please or anything that makes two lanes to into one
@NW 199th between 20th Ave NW and 26th Ave NW
-Traffic bump [drawing bumps at 1/3 and 2/3 way between 20th and 24th]
-Traffic stop at 24th and 199th [drawing]
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7. Segment B - Additional
-Continue traffic planning on 185th to the freeway, not just to Meridian Ave.
-Cars waiting to turn west on 185th from Aurora will create large backups. Current turn lane already fills
up
-Design super easy access (shuttle?) to light rail planned for 185th and I-5
-Fremont Ave N from N 175th to N 205th needs sidewalks on at least one side. It already has 6,000
vehicles per day
-While I understand the people here are current residents of Richmond Beach, I believe that in the
future there will be more bike riders from Richmond Beach to the proposed light rail station near the
freeway and 185th; therefore please give more thought to having designated bike lane to accommodate
future bike riders. Thanks.
-Much more traffic moves on Dayton than seems known. People (like me) who commute to the tech
industry in Fremont go down Dayton, Greenwood, and 3rd Ave NW
-Street light too dim for proposed night commute volume. (Safely)
-Increased traffic noise for those a block or two from RBD
-Already hard to turn left from 2nd Ave NW east onto 185th.
-Cut-through traffic @ [8th Ave NW]
-Bicycle traffic is very low on Richmond Beach Road due to grade
-Maybe low because no facilities. Provide buffered bike lanes. Benefits walkers on sidewalks.
-Concerned from pedestrians and bike safety on sidewalk along NW RBD. Cars often leave the roadway
on the curve at bottom of hill. Protected sidewalks if possible.
-Traffic on RBR at 15th Ave NW will back up. WB traffic will cause rear-end collisions east of 15th
-15th Ave NW at RBR is at failure and can't take additional traffic.
-Eliminate cut-through traffic on 15th Ave NW. straight street invites speeding.
-15th Ave and RBR is currently a non-functioning intersection and additional traffic will cause it to fail.
Safety issues.
-Sidewalks needed on all streets leading to parks for safe access fro pedestrians
-Park capacity maybe challenged
-Sidewalks need on all streets where residents and school children walk. RB i sa walking community
-20th and 195th has lots of pedestrians accessing the SW park, the Library park, the store, etc. Will not
be safe with 11,000 more cars. Traffic lights? Sidewalks?
-Old wild house. Parking/concessions. Intersection impact development 195th and 20th NW
-Sidewalk needed at 190th to beach, 22nd, 20th. High pedestrians traffic.
-I am concerned about the impact of the construction of the improvements/mitigation on RBR. Will it be
under-construction for 25 years? I would like all work and sidewalks, intersections done at the start
before the traffic increases and done all at once so it ends much sooner.
-Calming at 23rd Ave NW
-Calming at 24th Ave NW
-Limit turns from 196th onto 24th Ave NW
-Slow down at 199th cut-through RBD and 20th. Traffic bumps on 199th and put traffic stop on 24th and
199th
-Traffic spilling off RBR to 197th and 198th. "Traffic Calming"
-Pedestrian/Bicycles/Bus transportation along RBD NW
-No cut-through on 198th and 197th
-What is being calculated to have fewer single occupancy vehicles in 11,587 trips?
-Study a secondary means of access through Snohomish Co.
-Second access mandatory for safety of all PW and RB residents.
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From: Tracy Tallman
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 11:12 AM
To: City Council
Subject: Point Wells meeting on March 13th

Hello,

I communicated with Kirk McKinley regarding the Point Wells meeting on March 13th a couple
of days ago. His response to my request for online information regarding your design plans prior
to the meeting was:
"They are being drafted over the net few days. We will share them and ask for input on
Thursday night. Will you be able to attend? Feedback from the neighbors is very important. "
I don't want to see the plans for the first time at the meeting. This lame attempt to blindside
everyone at the meeting is just another case of the City's lack of connection with the real people
who will be affected by this disastrous development. Throughout this process you, as a city,
have failed to make any kind of real connection with the people in Richmond Beach. No wonder
that yet another community group has decided to form a non-profit in this fight.
Our property values will be decimated and our way of life destroyed and yet you seem to have
only concern for the mitigation money you will receive for the City of Shoreline. I can sense
your glee at being involved in such a sizeable project. Your fawning approach to BSRE and
Snohomish County is unseemly.
All the talk about sidewalks, traffic diverters, curbs, sparrows and bike lanes is just a ruse to
cloud the real fact that you can hardly wait to spend any money that comes your way. In the end
you are doing an injustice to the people of the entire City of Shoreline.
I won't be bullied into attending a meeting because you can't put your plans on the website for all
to see. I'm sure they won't be good for me or anyone who lives in Richmond Beach. If my
feedback is so very important, then have the guts to put it out there for everyone.
Tracy Tallman

From: Marion Woodfield
Sent: Saturday, March 15, 2014 6:54 PM
To: Kirk McKinley
Cc: Marc Weinberg
Subject: 3/13 PW corridor study, segment A

Hi,
I looked at all options and my main concerns are as follows since my husband and I walk the
Richmond Beach area pretty extensively on a daily basis and continuously pick different streets:
- if you do not have sidewalks on both sides of the street in the most heavily traveled areas you
are creating potential safety hazards, especially since there is presently a major lack of planned
crosswalks.
- no option offered any round abouts which can also serve to slow down traffic since speeding
which is a pretty rampant problem
- determine who the bikers are? my guess is that the vast majority we see coming through
Woodway, turning on NW 195th Street and then into Innis Arden (15th NW). is not even local.
Coming from PW and trying to make it up to 8th Ave NW would take an extraordinary amount
of stamina and I'm willing to be the majority of the people who will live at PW will not fall into
that category.
- having said the above it is my contention that bike lanes should not come at the expense of
sidewalks (prioritize need and safety).
- that the builder is planning to make PW a light rail stop is probably highly questionable.
Technically this is much too close to Edmonds. People who use the train to get into town would
not appreciate having to make an extra stop that will wind up lengthening the time it takes to get
into Seattle when the PW residents could drive through Woodway to the Edmonds stop. That
takes a little longer but is doable.
- the present options don't really show how present and/or future bus stops will have a turn out
lane. If one isn't provided you can count on it that people will begin to use the center turn lanes
to get around buses, Fedex, US mail and UPS trucks, etc. And from a traffic flow point of view it
gets worse when morning commuters have to stop for school buses. The tension that will be
created isn't going to be pretty.
- I heard that people aren't necessarily concerned about having off street parking. That astonishes
me since we see quite a few parked cars near houses that do not have garages or otherwise
adequate space to park on their own property. So where do these people live to justify that?
- what kind of emergency routing will be put into place? I saw no signage on any maps to
indicate such routing which strikes me as particularly important when there is essentially only
one way in and out of PW, up to the shopping center on 8th Ave NW, etc.
- when I asked about BNS's lack of fencing near PW I had a sense that everybody shrugs their

shoulders like nobody can do anything about their speeding, lack of fencing, etc. All you have to
do is walk on the road along the rail tracks towards Kayu Kayu park and you can clearly see that
there are multiple paths which are used by people to cross the rail tracks and down to the PW's
beach - legal or not. It cannot possibly be in anyone's best interest to allow this to continue when
these trains transport serious and toxic chemicals, crude oil, coal, etc. that would have
catastrophic consequences for the entire Puget Sound community if there is a derailment. A very
similar issue does presently exist just south of the Saltwater Park where there is no fencing to
keep people out. Beyond that he speeding alone is a serious problem that cause earth vibrations
that must be a contributor towards the many slides along Puget Sound. Seems to me that Gov.
Jay Inslee needs to get involved since is not just a Seattle complaint.
Thank you for listening.
Sincerely,
(Ms.) Marion Woodfield
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Welcome and Introductions
• Quick housekeeping
• Agenda review
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

3/13/2014

6:30 – Open House
7:00 – Welcome and Introductions
7:30 – Workshop Session
8:45 – Report Back and Next Steps
9:00 – Adjourn
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Meeting Expectations
▫ Respect the time for others to participate
▫ New ideas and different opinions are a part of this
process and discussion
▫ Please silence your electronics
▫ Keep time and on task
▫ “Table” discussions to keep the group moving
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TCS Process and Meeting Schedule
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TCS Project Area
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Segment A – Richmond Beach Drive
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TCS Context
• Proposed redevelopment of Point Wells
▫ 3,000 +/- units, some commercial

• Much input/controversy/discussion
▫ Community concern, city concern
▫ State Supreme Court case still pending
▫ Snohomish County Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) scoping period closed
▫ DEIS anticipated in spring/summer
3/13/2014
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Sequence of Actions
• 2011 – Letter of Intent, includes direction:
▫ TCS feeds Environmental Review
▫ Memo of Understanding (MOU)
▫ Environmental Review

•
•
•
•

2013 – MOU – direction on TCS process
2014 – TCS – Community Workshops to develop Mitigation
2014 – DEIS – Mitigation List, Incorporate TCS
Yet to Come – Development Agreement, includes:
▫
▫
▫
▫
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Mitigation Agreement
Phasing and Traffic Cap
Enforcement Mechanism
Annexation
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City Goals for TCS
• Provide opportunity for Shoreline community
to participate
• Develop transportation mitigation
recommendations to inform environmental review
• Ensure mitigation is reflective of community
values and expectations
• Inform City Subarea Plan and Comprehensive Plan
amendments
• Insurance policy
3/13/2014
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How you can continue to weigh in
• 3 remaining TCS workshops:
▫ 3rd for Segment A (tonight)
▫ 2 for Segment B
▫ 1 Combined for A and B

• Participate, listen, feedback on design concepts
• Remember the insurance policy
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What we heard during Workshop #2
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Workshop #2 - Consensus
• General support for multi-purpose path
on one-side (promenade)
• Preference to focus traffic onto 196th
• Parking not a high need
• Much concern about cut-through traffic
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Workshop #2 – Continued debate
• How to mitigate cut through traffic
▫ Some residents want restricted access, others
want routes to remain open.
▫ How to incorporate bike facilities – separated or
promenade.
▫ Parking – most thought parking was not a high
need but a few residents did express that they
would like to retain parking in some segments.
3/13/2014
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Segment A – Trip Distributions
• 2 Scenarios
▫ Existing Roadway System,
Cut-Through Traffic
▫ Added Neighborhood Traffic Calming Measures,
No Cut-Through Traffic
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Existing Roadway
System
• Cut-Through Traffic
on Local Streets
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Added Traffic
Calming Measures
• No Cut-Through
Traffic on Local
Streets
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Segment A – Potential Solutions
• Multiple Preliminary Concept Design Options
▫ Community input from Workshops #1 & #2
▫ City staff input

•
•
•
•

3-Lane and 2-Lane Sections
Typical Sidewalk and “Promenade”
With and Without On-Street Parking
Amenity Zones
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•
•
•
•

40-foot roadway
Space for medians
Separation for multiple users
Center turn lane and bike lanes

3/13/2014

•
•
•
•

3-lane roadway footprint
Full width challenges
Narrowed amenity zones
Wider section, faster speeds
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•
•
•
•

36-foot roadway
Continuous sidewalk east side
Separation for multiple users
Bike lanes, improved sightlines
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•
•
•
•

2-lane roadway footprint
Matching challenges
No center turn lane
No space for medians
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•
•
•
•

36-foot roadway
Space for medians
Shared-use “promenade”
Center turn lane
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•
•
•
•

3-lane roadway footprint
Full width challenges
Narrowed amenity zones
Decreased entering sight lines
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•
•
•
•

30-foot roadway
Narrower section, slower speeds
Shared-use “promenade”
Bike lanes, improved sightlines
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•
•
•
•

2-lane roadway footprint
Matching challenges
No center turn lane
No space for medians
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•
•
•
•

30-foot roadway
Space for medians
Shared-use “promenade”
Center turn lane

3/13/2014

•
•
•
•

3-lane roadway footprint
Matching challenges
No bike lanes
Decreased entering sight lines
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•
•
•
•

30-foot roadway
Narrower section, slower speeds
Shared-use “promenade”
On-street parking

3/13/2014

•
•
•
•

2-lane roadway footprint
Matching challenges
No center turn or bike lanes
No space for medians
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•
•
•
•

40-foot roadway
Sidewalk both sides
Center turn lane
Bike lanes, improved sight lines

3/13/2014

•
•
•
•

3-lane roadway footprint
Matching challenges
Narrowed amenity zones
Loss of existing parking
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Segment B – Potential Solutions
• TBD
• Input from Workshop #4 on March 19th
to aid with development

3/13/2014
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Next Steps
• Gather your input tonight
• Update traffic model and “test” solutions
• Present proposed solutions on April 16th and
gather your input
• City/BSRE team finalize mitigation package

3/13/2014
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a.Time for clarifying questions from participants (w/ Kirk delegating who will answer the questions)

Questions/Answers

3/13/2014
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Workshop Session
• Stations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
3/13/2014

RBD Design Option 1
RBD Design Option 2
RBD Design Option 3
RBD Design Option 4
196th Design Concept
Cut-Through Routes
Segment B
Point Wells Transportation Corridor Study – Segment A Workshop #3
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Report Back
• Areas of consensus?
• Areas of continued debate?
• Preferred solutions?

3/13/2014
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Next Steps

3/13/2014
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Thank you!
www.shorelinewa.gov/PointWells

3/13/2014
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